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SPLITTING CRITERIA FOR g-MODULES
INDUCED FROM A PARABOLIC AND

THE BERNSTEIN-GELFAND-GELFAND RESOLUTION
OF A FINITE DIMENSIONAL, IRREDUCIBLE g-MODULE

BY
ALVANY ROCHA-CARIDI

Abstract. Let g be a finite dimensional, complex, semisimple Lie algebra and let V
be a finite dimensional, irreducible g-module. By computing a certain Lie algebra
cohomology we show that the generalized versions of the weak and the strong
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand  resolutions of   V obtained by  H.  Garland and J.
Lepowsky are identical.

Let G be a real, connected, semisimple Lie group with finite center. As an
application of the equivalence of the generalized Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand reso-
lutions we obtain a complex in terms of the degenerate principal series of G, which
has the same cohomology as the de Rham complex.

Introduction. Let g be a finite dimensional, complex, semisimple Lie algebra and
let V be a finite dimensional, irreducible g-module. In [2, Theorem 9.9], I. N.
Bernstein, I. M. Gelfand and S. I. Gelfand constructed a resolution of V by certain
g-modules with Verma composition series. In the same paper another resolution of
V is constructed which resolves V by direct sums of Verma modules, improving
Theorem 9.9. (Cf. [2, Theorem 10.1'].) In their work, Bernstein, Gelfand and
Gelfand study systematically a certain category of g-modules known as the
category 0. Both the weak and the strong resolutions were generalized by H.
Garland and J. Lepowsky in the papers [9] and [14] where generalized Verma
modules play the same role as Verma modules in [2]. We will refer to these
resolutions as the generalized weak BGG resolution and the generalized strong
BGG resolution. In this paper we prove that the two generalized BGG resolutions
are identical.

Our main theorem, Theorem 9.3 shows that each g-module in the generalized
weak BGG resolution splits into a direct sum of generalized Verma modules.
Consequently each such g-module is isomorphic to the g-module at the correspond-
ing level in the generalized strong BGG resolution.

One of our methods consists in studying a certain category of g-modules and
later using such category as a framework in order to obtain a key lemma, Lemma
9.1. We would like to point out that, in the light of Yoneda's interpretation of
cohomology, Lemma 9.1 implies vanishing theorems on Lie algebra cohomology.
(See the remark following the proof of Lemma 9.1.)
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336 ALVANY ROCHA-CARIDI

The first section contains some standard notation used throughout the text.
In §2 we recall the basic material on the category 0 and on Verma modules, and

in the third section we define the category 0S, derive its elementary properties and
review the necessary prerequisites on generalized Verma modules.

The results on projective modules in the category 05 obtained in §4 and the
material on generalized Verma composition series developed in the subsequent
section are the basic ingredients in the proof of our generalization of the duality
theorem of [1] (Theorem 6.1). The proofs of the results on the category 0S use the
basic ideas in [1] but some technical changes are necessary.

§§7-9 are devoted to the proof of the splitting theorem. In §7 we recall Garland
and Lepowsky's construction of the generalized weak BGG resolution. In §8 we
prove a preliminary lemma to the proof of Theorem 9.3 using the additivity of the
Ext bifunctor. §9 is devoted to the proofs of Lemma 9.1 and Theorem 9.3. In the
Appendix we give an alternate proof of Theorem 9.3 which does not use the
framework of the category <3S. The proof of the particular case of Lemma 9.1,
where n = 1 and S = 0, is due to James Humphreys. For the case where n = 1
and S is arbitrary we follow the general lines of his proof. The proof of Lemma 9.1
for Ext" with n > 2 was an outgrowth of conversations with Nolan Wallach.

In §§10 and 11 we prove our second main theorem, Theorem 11.4 which shows
that the isomorphisms of the g-modules in the generalized weak BGG resolution
and the g-modules in the generalized strong BGG resolution can be chosen so that
they commute with the differential maps, implying that the resolutions are identi-
cal. In §10 we give an almost entirely self-contained construction of the strong
BGG resolution, u'ing as prerequisites only the results on Verma modules exposed
in Chapter 7 of [6]. The methods used here are based on the study of certain
constants associated to pairs of elements of the Weyl group which are gotten from
Theorem 9.3. The same technique involved in this new construction of the strong
BGG resolution is used to prove our uniqueness theorem in the Verma module case
(Lemma 10.5). Lemma 10.5 implies the exactness of the strong BGG resolution
(Corollary 10.6) and the exactness of any complex of direct sums of Verma
modules that satisfies some nonvanishing hypotheses (Corollary 10.7). In §11 we
extend the results obtained in §10 to the generalized Verma modules situation.

In §12 we consider G a real, connected, linear, semisimple Lie group. As an
application of our main result we obtain, using Zuckerman's interpretation of the
de Rham complex, a complex in terms of the degenerate principal series of G that
has the same cohomology as the de Rham complex. In Corollary 2.4 and Theorem
2.5 of the appendix to M. W. Suva's thesis (Rutgers University, 1977) a special case
of the weak form of this complex was used to analyze the imbeddings of the
discrete series in the principal series.

We call the reader's attention to the fact that some of the hypotheses made on g
and on G could be weakened. We note that all the results proved here are still true
if we assume that g is a finite dimensional, split semisimple Lie algebra over a field
of characteristic zero and that G is a real, connected, semisimple Lie group with
finite center. We also note that we have made no attempt to change standard
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SPLITTING CRITERIA FOR g-MODULES 337

terminology. The reader should observe that the word "split" has three meanings in
this paper. The appropriate meaning should be clear from the context.

This paper contains parts of the author's thesis at Rutgers University (1978). The
author takes the opportunity to thank Professor Nolan Wallach, her thesis advisor,
for his advice and constant encouragement. Thanks are also due to James
Humphreys who read the manuscript and made many suggestions.

1. Preliminaries. Let g be a finite dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra
and b a Cartan subalgebra of g (i.e., a maximal abelian subalgebra of g, such that if
X G h, ad X: g -^ g is diagonalizable). Let g = h ® HaeA ga be the corresponding
root space decomposition of g; here A is the root system of (g, b). Fix A+ a system
of positive roots in A and let tr be the system of simple roots of A+. Set
p = (l/2)2aeA+ a.

Let n = HaeA+ 9a> n = U„Si* 8_a' b = b © tt. b is called the Borel subalgebra
defined by h and m.

< , ) denotes the Killing form of g, and for a, ju, G b* we set <A, ju> = </ix, A^) =
mCîa)' where hx is the unique element in b such that X(H) = </iA, //> for all H G b,
A G b*.

If a G A, we denote by aa the endomorphism of b* defined by

aa(A) = A-2^-^a,       X G b*.
(a, a)

aa is called the reflection relative to a. The Weyl group W of (g, b) is the group of
automorphisms of b* generated by the aa, a G A. In fact, the aa, a S it, suffice to
generate W(cf. [18]).

Let 7J- = (a,, . . . , a„). If w G W, any expression of w as a product (composi-
tion) a, • • • aq of reflections a, ■« ,/6{l,,,., n), with q minimal, is called a
reduced expression of w; the integer q is called the length of w, denoted by l(w). Let
W(k) be the subset of W consisting of all elements of length k, k G Z+ =

{0, 1,2,...}.
For w G W and X G b* we will use the abbreviation due to R. Moody:

w ■ X — w(X + p) — p.
If V is a g-module and X G b*, set V(X) = {v G V such that Hv = X(H)v, all

H G b}- a is said to be a weight of V if V(X) ¥= (0) and every nonzero vector in
V(X) is called a weight vector of weight X. We denote by P( V) the set of weights of
V.

Let Q + denote the set of all linear combinations of the elements of -n with
nonnegative integral coefficients. We define a partial ordering on b* as follows.

X < ju.    if and only if   fi — X G Q +.
If F is a g-module, and X G P( V) is such that for no ¡i G P( V) with u ^= X we

can have ju - À G Q +, then A is said to be a highest weight of F.
We denote by P + the set of dominant integral weights of A, that is,

^ = iAeb*|^4GZ+,all«G,r].I <a, «> J
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338 ALVANY ROCHA-CARIDI

If a c g is a subalgebra we denote by U(a) the universal enveloping algebra of a
and by Z(a) the center of (7(a). We will identify Lie algebra modules with the
corresponding universal enveloping algebra modules.

2. The category 0 and Verma modules.
Definition 2.1 [2]. We denote by 0 the full subcategory of the category of left

i/(g)-modules consisting of the modules V such that
(1) V is t/(g)-finitely generated,
(2) V is b-diagonalizable,
(3) V is i/(n)-finite (i.e. dim U(n)v < oo for v G V).
Definition 2.2 [6]. If A G b*, C can be looked upon as a b-module CA via the

action

(H + X)z = X(H)z,       HGb,       X en,       z G C.

(This action actually describes all the finite dimensional irreducible t/(b)-modules,
as A varies in b*.) The left t/(g)-module induced by Cx, U(q) <8>U{fy Cx, is called the
Verma module associated with g, b, it and A and denoted by Vx.

For the convenience of the reader we list here some basic facts about the
category 0 and Verma modules as well as recent results of Bernstein-Gelfand-
Gelfand. Basic references for the material 2.3-2.12 below are [2] and [6]. The
reader should note that [2] and [6] use a different formalism, namely, twisted
induction vs. induction.

Proposition 2.3. (1) The category 0 is stable under the operations of taking
submodules, quotients and finite direct sums.

(2) If V G 0, all the subspaces V( ¡i), ¡i G b*, are finite dimensional and V =
II„gS. V{Ñ- Furthermore P(V) C Uf=1(A,. - Q+), A, G &*, q G N =
{1,2,3,...}.

(3) Every F G 0 has a Jordan-Holder (J-H) series.
(4) Vx is U(n~)-free.
(5) Vx has a unique irreducible quotient which we denote by Lx.
(6) Every irreducible module in 0 is an Lx, X G b*-

Let 0 denote the set of all homomorphisms from Z(g) to C.
Definition 2.4. Let ©( V) be the set of elements 9 G 0 such that there exists a

nonzero vector v G V satisfying the condition

Zv = 9(Z)v,    for all Z G Z(g).

Proposition 2.5. (1) 0( Vx) has only one element denoted by 9X.
(2) 9X = 0  if and only if there exists w G W such that w ■ X = jit.

Proposition 2.6. Let V G 0 .
(1) 0(F) is finite.
(2) If 9V = {v G V\ there exists k G N such that (Z - 8(Z))kv = 0, all Z G

Z(g)}, then V = Ug^y^V.
(3) The functor V -+9V preserves exact sequences.
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Theorem 2.7 (Verma). Let A, ju G b*- The vector space Hom^F^, Vx) is either
trivial or one-dimensional and every nonzero element in Hom^F^, Vx) is injective.

Remark. The above says that if there is a nonzero g-homomorphism of F^ into
Vx it is injective and unique up to scalar multiple. If Homg( V^, Vx) ¥= 0 we will
simply write V  c. Vx.

Theorem 2.8 (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand). Let A, A' G b*. The following are
equivalent.

(1) Vx c vx,
(2) Lx is an irreducible subquotient of Vx,.
(3) There exist yx, . . . , yr G A+ such that

A' = A0 > A, > ■ ■ ■  > Xr = X

where A, is recursively defined as ay ■ Xi_x, i = 1, . . . , r.

Note. Verma also proved the implication (3) => (1) of Theorem 2.8 and conjec-
tured its converse as well (cf. [17]).

y
Definition 2.9. Let w, w' G W and y G A+. We write w<r-w' if w = aw' and

y
l(w) = l(w') + 1, and w <— w' if there exists y G A such that w<— w'. We write
w < w' if w = w' or if there exist wx = w, w2, . . . , wr = w' in W such that
w\ *- w2 <r~ ' ' ' <— wr- This gives a partial ordering in W.

Lemma 2.10. Let wx, w2 G W, y G A+, a G m, with a ^= y. The following are
equivalent.

(1) aawx <— wx and aawx <— w2.

(2) w2<r-aaw2 and wx <— aaw2.

Lemma 2.11. Let wx, w2 G W. The number of elements w G W such that wx <— w
<— w2 is 0 or 2.

Theorem 2.12 (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand). Let X G P +.
(1) Vw.x C Vw.x if and only ifw< w', w, w' G W.
(2) If l(w) = l(w') + 2, w, w' G W, the number of w" G W such that  Vw.x g

K»-x S   Vw,.x is 0 or 2.

3. The category <QS and generalized Verma modules. Denote by Xa, Ya and Ha
elements in ga, g_a and b, respectively, satisfying the conditions

[*«> Ya] = Ha,        a(Ha) = 2,        a G A.

If a = a,-, set X, = X^, Y, = Y^, H, -H,,ie{l.«}. (Cf. [6].)
Fix S, an arbitrary subset of {1, . . . , «}. Let bs c b be the span of the //„

i G S, í¡s = {H e b|«,(/í) = 0, all i G S}, As = A n 2,e5 Z«,., where Z is the
ring of integers, A+ = A+ n As, ns = Ua6A+ 8„, % = Uaeûj a_„, gs = ns © bs
® n¿, m = ns ffi bs © b5 © n5- 8 s is semisimple with Cartan subalgebra bs and
AS| = {a, |a G As} is a root system for (gs, bs) with positive system A^
= {a|  \a G Aj} and simple roots {a,|  |/' G 5}.
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Let u = Ha(EA+XAi ga, u = UoeA+NAi g_„. Clearly [m, u] c u. Therefore p = m
® u is a subalgebra of g, p D b and p is a parabolic subalgebra of g. In fact, if S
varies in the set of all the subsets of {1, ...,«} we obtain in the above described
way all the possible parabolic subalgebras of g containing b. u is called the nilpotent
part of p.

Next we introduce a subcategory of the category 0.
Definition 3.1. We denote by 0S the full subcategory of the category of

t/(g)-modules consisting of the modules F such that
(1) F is {/(g)-finitely generated.
(2) Viewed as an £/(m)-module, F is a direct sum of finite dimensional irreduc-

ible {/(m)-modules.
(3) Fis í/(u)-finite.'
Let Ps+ = {A G b*\X(H¡) G Z+, all / G S}. The theorem of the highest weight

[18] implies that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between />/ and the set
of all equivalence classes of finite dimensional irreducible m-modules. We denote
this correspondence by: A h» [MA].

Definition 3.2. IfX G Ps+, Mx can be looked upon as a p-module, the action of
u being the trivial one. (It is not hard to see that this definition gives the most
general finite dimensional irreducible ^-module.) The left {/(g)-module induced by
the {/(t>)-module Mx, U(q) <S> U(p) Mx, is called the Generalized Verma Module
associated with g, b, it, S and A, and denoted by VMk. (Cf. [15].)

Remark. In the extreme cases where S = 0 or (1, ...,«}, VMx corresponds to
FA and LA, respectively. It is also clear that VM>~ G 6S for AGP/.

Let JVeflj. The isotypic component of type Mx in N is, by definition, the sum of
all m-submodules of N isomorphic to Mx, and we denote it by Nx. Let Pm(N) =
{A G PS+\NX ¥= (0)} and mx be the number of summands in the expression of A/x
as the sum of MA's. Then N = UXfEP (Ar) mxMx as an m-module, by Definition 3.1
(2).

Denote by 9 Kostanfs partition function, i.e., given v G b*, *$ (v) = the number
of families («0)aeA+ with na G Z+ such that v = 2a(=A+ naa.

Let 5" = {1, . . . , n} \ S. We denote by Q, Qs and Qs the sets of linear
combinations with coefficients in Z of the elements of w, {a,-}/GS and {a-}^es.,
respectively. We write ¡i >sv, (i, v G b*, if P- ~ " G Q and the Qs part of u — v is
> 0 in the sense of §1.

We now state and prove the counterpart to Proposition 2.3 for the category 0S.

Proposition 3.3. (1) The category 0S is stable under the operations of taking
submodules, quotients and finite direct sums.

(2) Let N G es. Then mx < oo for all X G Pm(N) and
i

PJM) c U (A, - Q +),       A,. G />/,       ?eN./-i

'The categories (9 and 6S are note closed under extensions. They are closed under extensions only in
a certain subcategory of g-modules (see §8).
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(3) Every N G 6S has a Jordan-Holder series.
(4) VM* is U(u)-free, AGP/.
(5) Every VM>~ has a unique irreducible quotient LM , X G Pg .
(6) Every irreducible module in Bs is an LM  ~ LA for some X G /*/.

Proof. Let vx, . . . ,vn be weight vectors of weights A,, . . . , A„, respectively,
A,. G Ps+, such that N = 2"=1 t/(g)u, and t/(m)t>, ~ Mv í = 1, . . . , n.

For each /', U(u)M^ is a finite dimensional m-module, hence

1/(1*)^ = H   Mh,       i=\,...,n.

Relabel the \Js so that

{Au, . . . ,Almi, A21, . . . , X2mi, . . . ,Xn¡, . . . , Xnm^} = (A,, . . . , Xq).
By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem,

i = i
This implies that

^mWc U(A,-ß+),      \ei/,
1 = 1

and

«a < 2   ^(\ - A) < oo,
i=i

proving (2).
Now VM> = U(vC) ® Mx as an m-module and VM* = H/iePm(^«x) m^M^ with

wA = 1. Also VMx = U(q)Mx. Let N be a proper g-submodule of VMx. Then
A7 = H ep ((/mX) A/ n M and A/ n MA = (0). Therefore the sum of all proper
g-submodules of VM* is a proper g-submodule and consequently VMx has a unique
maximal g-submodule. The corresponding quotient gives the desired LM , proving
(5).

Let N G 05 be irreducible. Choose A G Pm(N) maximal with respect to >s and
let vx G N(X) be a nonzero weight vector of weight A such that Mx = U(m)vx in
Nx. Then uMx = 0. Therefore there exists

«p: vM*^>N,
a surjective homomorphism. By (5) N ~ Lw . But nuA = 0 and Hvx = X(H)vx all
Heb. Proposition 7.1.13 in [6] implies that N as LA. This proves (6).

The other statements are either obvious or they follow from 2.3.    Q.E.D.
Next we will review some results on generalized Verma modules that are

established in [15].

Proposition 3.4. Let X G P^ and £A be the canonical generator of Vx. Then the
sequence
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is exact, where <p sends the canonical generator of Va.x to a nonzero multiple of the
highest weight vector T,X(W')+1|A G FA and ip sends £A to 1 <8> vx, vx being the
canonical generator of Mx.

Note. The proof of 3.4 uses a theorem of Harish-Chandra (cf. [6, Lemme 7.2.5])
and the universal property of the tensor product.

The following is a corollary of Proposition 1.8.5 and Lemme 7.2.4 of [6].

Proposition 3.5. Suppose V satisfies condition 3.1(2). Let v be a weight vector of
V having weight X G b* such that nsv = 0. Then X G Ps+ and U(m)v as Mx.

Proposition 3.6. Let Lx be the finite dimensional irreducible q-module with highest
weight X e P+,wx a highest weight vector generating VMx, and

S'- {1, ...,n}\S.
Then a, ■ X G P¿ for all i G S' and

tes- x
is an exact sequence, where f sends a highest weight vector generating VM'¡* to a
nonzero multiple of the highest weight vector y/X(//f)+1wA G VMx and g takes wx to a
highest weight vector of Lx.

Note. The above is a consequence of Harish-Chandra's theorem (see Lemme
7.2.4 in [6]) and the last three propositions.

4. Projective modules of 6S. Here we generalize the results of [1] for the category
0.

For each 8 G 0 consider the subcategory 9(6S) of 0S consisting of the modules
F of Ss such that, for every Z G Z(g), F is annihilated by some power of
Z - 8(Z) (cf. [2]).

Proposition 4.1. Let X e //", 8 e 0.  There exists a ^-module Q = Q(8,X)
e 9(<SS) such that given N G Bs the vector space Homa(Q, N) is naturally isomor-

phic with Homm(A/A, gN).

Proof. By Proposition 7.4.8 in [6], each 8 G 0 has the form 0 for some /ti G b*-
The irreducible subquotients of F G 9(&s) are the L„'s such that v = w ■ /x for
some w e Why Propositions 3.3 and 2.5. If F„ F2 and F in g(Qs) are such that

0^ F,^ V^ F2^0

is exact, then P(V) = P(VX) u P(V2). Therefore

P(V)e   U   {vv-ju- Q+),
wEW

for all F in ^(0^). Now, (eN)x = 2, £/(%)% v¡ G (eN)x(X). This implies that there
exists a number r, depending only on 8 and A, such that

(u)ru = 0,    for all v in (¿V)\ (1)

Consider the t>-module
U(u)/ (u)rU(u) ® Mx,
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where u acts on the left and m by the tensor product action. Let

Q = «7(g) ®u(p) (i/(u)/ (u)'t/(u) 8 MA).

Clearly Q G 0S. Consider the map

<K: Hom8(ß, 9N) - Homm(A/A, ,JV)

defined by

«K^X«) = ,4(1 ®!<S>u),

where A G Homg(ß, «A7), v G MA and Ï = 1 + t/(u)/(u)r(7(u).
If B e Homm(MA, SA/), * G (7(g), T G í/(u), Y= Y + U(u)/(u)rU(u) and v G

Mx, define

*(B)(X <8> F (glu) = XTu.

(1) implies that ^(5) G Homa(<2, eAf). It is trivial to see that ¥ is the inverse of
$. Now set g —¡Q and observe that Homa(<2, eN) is naturally isomorphic with
Homa(g, N) (see 2.6).    Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2. Every V in 0S is a quotient of a projective in 6S.

Proof. It is clear that an object P in 0S is projective if and only if Homa(P, -) is
an exact functor. Proposition 4.1 says that the functor Hornig, -) is equivalent to
an exact functor. This implies that Q is projective.

Each F in 0S is generated by finitely many vectors v0 » in (e F)^(A,.), where
0¡ G 0(F) and Xj G Pm(V), by Propositions 2.6 and 3.3. Each vgj. defines an
element of Homm(M],,9V). Applying Proposition 4.1 again we conclude that Fis a
quotient of the projective object H,v Q(9¡, Xf).   Q.E.D.

The following result is standard.

Lemma 4.3. If P is an indecomposable projective in 0S then P has a unique
maximal submodule.

Proof. Cf. for example [12].
Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 imply

Corollary 4.4. If P G Qs is indecomposable and projective then P has a unique
irreducible quotient. Therefore there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
irreducible modules Lx, X G P/ of 0S and the indecomposable projective modules in

es.
We denote by Px the unique indecomposable projective module in 05 with

quotient LA.

Proposition 4.5. IfXe Ps+ and V G 0S then

dim Homg(PA, F) = (F:LA), (2)

where ( V : Lx) denotes the number of occurrences of Lx in a Jordan-Holder series of
V.
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Note. The proof of 4.5 is similar to that of the category © case as it appears in

5. Generalized Verma composition series.
Definition 5.1. A (7(g)-module F is said to have a generalized Verma composition

series (GVCS) if there exists a filtration

F=  VXD  V2D • • •  D FrD Fr+1 = (0)
such that VJ Vi+X ~ VM\ A, G Ps+, i - 1,.... r.

If p G b*, we denote by ^(p) the number of families («a)aS=A+\A+ with na a
nonzero integer such that v = SaeA+XA+ naa.

Let 7?* be the additive group consisting of all maps from b* to Z. If A G b*, ex
denotes the element of Z*** of support {A} such that e*(A) = 1. We write / =
2Xei,./(A)eA for every/ in Z*\

Let o be a subalgebra of g containing b- An a-module F is said to have a formal
a-character, or simply, an a-character if F = HA6(). F(A) and dim F(A) < oo, for
all A in b*. By the a-character of such F, cha F, we mean the map: At-»dim F(A)
which is an element of Z6*. If F is a g-module we set ch F = chg V. We will refer
to the g-character of V simply as the character of V.

Every object in 0 has a character and, in particular, FMx has a character.
Furthermore, the character of VMx is easily computed from its definition, namely

chF^ = chmMA-    2     <Ss(y)e~\
yeQ*

where the multiplication is convolution (cf. [6]).
Combining this formula with Théorème 7.5.9 of [6] we have proved the following

well-known

Lemma 5.2. Let X G Ps+. If we denote by Ws the Weyl group of&s then

2     e(w)ew* ■ ch VM- =    2     e(w)e"<x+*>.    2     "3's(y)e'\
wetvs »Ers yeg +

where ps = (1/2) 2afEA+ a and e(w) is the determinant of w.

Let F be as in Definition 5.1. 7.5.3 in [6] implies that
r

ch F = 2   ch VMK
i = i

Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, we have

2    e(w)ew*

-=^-chF=¿      2     e(w)e^+"s\

Since \ e P/, i = 1, . . . , r, the set

{«"<*•■•■*>}-.,*,      ie{l.r),
is linearly independent.
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The discussion above allows us to formulate:
Definition 5.3. Let F be as in Definition 5.1. We denote by (F: VM>) the

number of i such that A = A,, A, G P/, / G (1, . . . , /•}.
The next two lemmas are immediate generalizations of results of [1].

Lemma 5.4. Suppose N in 0S has a GVCS. Let X be an element of Pm(N) which is
maximal in P(N), v G NX(X) \ {0} and Nx = U(q)v. Then A/1 ~ FM* and N/N1
admits a GVCS.

Lemma 5.5. IfN=Nx®N2 admits a GVCS then both Nx and N2 admit a GVCS.

Lemma 5.6. If X e P/ then the U(g)-module Q constructed in the proof of
Proposition 4.1 has a GVCS.

Proof. Choose in U(u) a collection of weight vectors ux, . . . , us of weights
Xx, . . . ,XS, respectively, such that their projections w, in U(u)/(u)rU(u) define a
basis there, and A, <s Xj implies i >j (here the natural number r is as in the proof
of Proposition 4.1). Let AL be the p-submodule of U(u)/(u)rU(u) <S> Mx generated
by ü¡ ® vx, where vx is the canonical generator of Mx, i = \,. . . ,j. We therefore
have

U(u)/ (u)rU(u) ® Mx = Ms D Ms_x D • • •  D M, D M0 = (0)

and Mj/Mj_x is a finite dimensional u-trivial m-module. Since m is reductive,
Corollaire 1.6.4 of [6] implies that for each j, Mj/Mj_x splits as a sum of Mxs,
X G Ps+, withuA/A = 0.

A natural refinement {A/,} of {M¡} gives a filtration

i/(u)/ (u)r(7(u) - AT, D AL,_, D • • • D Nx D N0 « (0)

with Ni/N¡_x s¿ Mft, /x,. G P/ and uA/^ = 0, / = \, . . . ,p.
The exactness of the functor /7(g) 8l/(W( ) (cf. Proposition 5.1.4 of [6]) gives the

desired GVCS of Q.    Q.E.D.

6. The duality theorem. In this section, we generalize the duality theorem of [1].
We will fix 0 in 0 and restrict our attention to the objects of e(6s).

Theorem 6.1. Every projective module in #(0S) admits a GVCS. Furthermore if X
and p are in Ps+ the duality

(PX:V»>) = (V»>:LX)

is true inside the category #(0S).

Proof. For every A G Ps+, Q(X, 0) constructed in Proposition 4.1 admits a
GVCS by the Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. Thus Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 5.5 imply that
each projective module in 0S admits a GVCS.

We observe that in order to prove the duality it suffices to show that

(PA : VM*) = dim Hom8(PA, VM>) (1)

holds for A, ¡i such that #M = 0X = 0, by Proposition 4.5.
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Now,

Q(X, 0) =    U    n,{\)Pt
veps+
ev=e

(cf. [1]). By Corollary 4.4 we have

nr(X) = dim Homg(ß(A, 9), Lr).

Hence, by Proposition 4.1,
«„(A) = dim Homtn(A/A, L„).

This implies that /i„(A) = 0 if A <); p and «A(A) = 1.
We order (vx, . . . , vs) the weights v of Ps+ such that 9V = 9, in such a way that

v¡ < Vj implies i >j. Then

( VM» : L„) = 0   if i >7".

Suppose we have proved that

(Q{v„ 9) : VM-¡) = dim Homa(ß(*<„ 0), VM->)

for all i,j in {1,. . ., s). By the above we have that Q(v¡, 0) = Hy<< n„{v,)Pr ® P„.
It follows that Q(vx, 9) = P„ and (1) is true for P = Pv. Proceeding by finite
induction, we assume that (1) holds for PA = Pv,j < i. The linearity of (1) and the
above expression of Q(v¡, 9) imply that (1) holds for P„, and, thus, for all P = P„
with v e P/, 9V = 0.

Therefore the second statement of the theorem will be proved when (1) is proved
for Q(X, 9),Xin Ps+, with 9X = 8.

We may replace Q(X, 8) by Q without changing (1). By the proof of Lemma 5.6,
we have

(ß : VM-) = dim Hom^A/,,, f7(u)/ (u)r«7(u) ® Mx).

In order to conclude the proof of the theorem we need the following observa-
tions.

(a) It is a well-known fact that if a is a complex Lie algebra and U, V and W are
finite dimensional a-modules then HomQ(t/, F <8> W) is isomorphic with
Homa(F* ® U, W).

(b) If a G A and X G ga, then (X, T> = 0 for all Y in g^ implies that X = 0.
This allows us to identity the dual module of U(u)/(u)rU(u) with Z7(u~)/(u")ri/(u").

(c) If F G 0S, 3.1(2) and Proposition 3.3 imply that dim HomJ^V, Mx) =
dim Homm(A/A, F). (a) and (b) imply that

(ß : K"-) - dim Homm(í7(u-)/ (u-)'í7(u-) ® M„ Mx).

Our choice of r in the proof of Proposition 4.1 implies that

Hom^t/Or) <8> M„ Mx) » Homm( U(u)/ (vC)rU(u) 8 A/„, A/A).

As an m-module VM* is isomorphic with U(u~) ® M^. Hence, (Q : VM¿) =
dimHomm(F^, Mx).

(1) now follows from (c) and Proposition 4.1.    Q.E.D.
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7. The generalized weak BGG resolution. We recall the construction of the weak
generalized BGG resolution from [9]:

Let, for k - 0, 1, 2,...,   Dk = ¡7(g) 8^ A* (s/f)- We define the operators
3^: Dk —> Dk_x as follows: Let Xx, . . . , Xk be elements of q/p represented by
Yx, . . . , Yk in g, and X in g.

k

ak(X 8 *, A • • • AXk) = 2 (-1),+-I(*lri) ®XXA- ■ ■ AÏA- ■ ■ AXk
i = i

+     2    (-l)'+y* ® [Y„YjI AXx a - • • A*, A r • • AXj A • • • A**,
1 <i<j<,k

where T represents the canonical image of Y G g in a/p, and X, means that X¡ has
been deleted.

It is easy to see that ak is a map.
Let i: D0 —» C be defined by

£(* 8 1) = the constant term of A', X G /7(g).
Then it can be shown that

O^Aumu -»->Z>,-»I>0-»C-*0
is a complex which we denote by F(g, p).

The following is Theorem II.9.1 of [2] for a = g and p = p.

Proposition 7.1. The complex F(g, p) is exact.

Note. F(g, p) is isomorphic to F(u", o) as a u -complex. In particular, F(g, p) is
u~-free (cf. [2]).

Definition 7.2. If $ = (A,, . . . , Ar) with A, in Ps+ (some of the A,'s may
coincide), a g-module A' in 0S is said to be of type 0 if N is as in Definition 5.1.

If N e es is of type $ = (A„ . . . , Ar) let
N = A, d N2 d • • '  D N, D Vr+1 = (0)

with

N¡/NI+1=¿VM\       i=\,...,r,

be the corresponding GVCS. Let 8 G 0. Then

9A =,(#,) D9(A2) D • • •  D,(Vr) D,(Ar+1) = 0
and Proposition 2.6(3) implies that

e(N)/e(Ni + x)^9(VM>.).
Proposition 7.1.8 in [6] implies that

e( km\) = 0,    unless 8 = f?v

Let us denote by <P9 the set of all A in 4> such that 8 = 8X with the subordering
inherited from <&. We have established:

Lemma 7.3. Let N G Qs be of type 4> and 8 G 0. Then 9N is of type <&e.

The following is a well-known fact.
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Lemma 7.4. Let a c g be a subalgebra, M an a-module and N a Q-module. Then
the map

<p: /7(g) 8Ma) (M ® N) -> N ® (/7(g) ®u(a) M)

defined by
<p(X ®(v® u)) = X(u 8(18 v)),

X G /7(g), v e M, u e N, is a /7(g)-isomorphism.

Note. For a proof of 7.4 see [9, pp. 44-45].
Next we state a particular case of Proposition 6.4 of [9].

Proposition 7.5. For each k = 0, . . . , dim u~, A G P + , A*(s/f) 8 LA has a
p-filtration

A*(fl/*0 8 LA = Mx D M2 D • • • D AL D Mr+X = (0)
jmcA  that each  MJMi+X  is  u-trivial and m-isomorphic  to M^, A, G P/, an</
H'_, M^ is m-isomorphic to f\k(a/p) ® Lx.

Combining Lemma 7.4, Proposition 7.5 and the exactness of the functor
^(8) ®i/(t))(), we obtain

Proposition 7.6. Let F(g, p; X) = F(g, p) 8 LA, D£ = Dk® Lx, X G P+, k =
0, 1, . . . , dim u~. 7>ie/t F(g, p; A) is a U(u~)-free resolution of Lx and Dk is of type
Ot(A) where /\k(u~) 8 LA ̂  H M^ as an m-module and <bk(X) consists of the A, in
some order.

Definition 7.7. Let Ws be the subgroup of W generated by {a¡\i G S}. Then Ws
is the Weyl group of As (cf. [13]).

Let Ws = {w e W\w~xA¿ c A+}.

Proposition 7.8. Every element w in W can be uniquely written as w = wxw', with
wx in Ws and w' in Ws. Moreover, l(w) = l(wx) + l(w').

Proof. [13].

Proposition 7.9. Let X G P + and let P* be the set of weights ju, of /\k(u~) ® Lx
such that u + p G W(X + p). Then w i-» w ■ X defines a bijection between ( JFS)(A:) =
{we Ws\l(w) = k) and P* and each weight of P* occurs with multiplicity one.

Proof. [13].

Lemma 7.10 [9, Proposition 8.4]. Let X, P* be as in Proposition 7.9. If ¡i e P*
then fi + a¡ is not a weight of /\k(u") 8 LA, for i G S.

Let tyk(\) consist of the w ■ X with w G (Ws)(k) in some order. Combining
Lemmas 7.3 and 7.10 with Propositions 2.5(2) and 7.9 we obtain the following
particular case of Theorem 8.7 of [9].

Theorem 7.11. // A G P + , gh(D£) is of type *k(X), k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u".

We now proceed to prove that the modules 9 (Dk) split as a sum of generalized
Verma modules.
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8. «-extensions of g-modules. We denote by 6(a>m) the full subcategory of the
category of g-modules satisfying Property 3.1(2). Here and in §9 we will extend our
discussion to the category 6(am). This will not play a significant role in this paper,
but is of independent interest (cf. Remark before Corollary 9.2).

Notes. (1) 6(gm) is invariant under the operations of taking submodules, quo-
tients and direct sums.

(2) If M is in ß(am) we can view M as an m-module and form U(q) 8f/(m) M. The
latter is clearly a projective object in C(am). Hence ß(gtn) has enough projectives.

Let M and N be in ß(gm). If

E:0^>N ^En->- ■ ■ -^Ex^>M^>0
is an «-extension of M by N in <2(gm), we write [E] for the equivalence class of E.
We denote by Ext"a ro)(A/, N) the group of all equivalence classes of «-extensions of
MhyN.

Note. Ext"a m) is the relative Ext bifunctor (cf. [16, Chapter IX]).

Lemma 8.1. Suppose M = A/0 o ■ ■ ■ D Md D Md+X = (0) is a filtration in <2(B,m)
with

MjMi+x^Wt,       i = 0,...,d,
such that Ext(Igm)(H';., W¿) is trivial, 0 < i <j < d. Then

d
A/~   H    W:.

i = 0

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of the filtration. If d = 1, we
have

M = M0 D Mx d M2 = (0)
and

A//A/, s* W0,       Mx = Wx.

By hypothesis, Ext('am)(W0, Wx) is trivial. Therefore, 0^> Wx^> M ^> Wo^>0 splits
and Af c^ W0 ® Wx.

By the induction hypothesis,
d

MX    ̂      U        W:.
i=i

Since A//A/, ~ W0, it follows that
d

O^n     r^^M^lfo^0 (*)
1' — 1

is exact. If (*) does not split then Ext(g m)( W0, Hf=, W¡) is nontrivial. The additivity
of the relative Ext bifunctor (cf. [16, Chapter XII]) implies that
Hf=, Ext(a m)( W0, W¡) is nontrivial, a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

9. The splitting theorem. We recall some facts about Ext"a m) following [19].
Let for « = 0, 1, . . . , dim u = s, A G P/, MnX = U(u) 8 A" " 8 A/A. We

define the operators ß„: A/„ A —> A/n_, A as follows: Let x G U(u), X¡ G u, / =
1, . . . , «, and v G AfA.
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ßn(X ®XxA---AX„®v)

= ¿ (-1)' + ,A-A-,. 8 Xx A ■ ■ ■ AX, A • ■ • AA; 8 v
i = i

+     2     (~iy+JX 8[A",., Xj] A Xx A ■ ■ ■ A*, A • • • AXj A ■ • ■ AX„ ® v.
1 <i<j<n

Let a: Mox -> Mx be the trivial module action. Then the sequence of /7(p)-modules
ft fix o

0^A/íiA^ • •• ^A/0iA^A/A^0

is exact.
If F is in 6(gm) then the «th cohomology space of u on F, H"(u, V), is an

m-semisimple module. Let / be a representative of a class i¿ in
Homm(A/A, H"(u, V)). Then / can be looked upon as an element of
Homy^^AL,^, F), so that / ° ßn+x =0. Applying a standard argument in homo-
logical algebra, we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows,

ft-H ft /3„_, iß, o
M, + .A       -*       Mn,x      -»      «„-u       -►•••-♦      A/0>A     -      Mx     -*     0

I i/ i ft,-1 4t»o II
«„ "n-l "1 «0

0 -»       £„jA      ->      £„_u       -»•••-»      £0>A      -      Mx     -»     0

where £B>A = F, (un_„ a„) is the push-out of (/?„, /), £,A = ALA and jli, = id,
j = 0, ...,«- 2. We now apply the functor /7(g) 8 ^ ( ) to the bottom row, and
take the quotient of the resulting sequence by an appropriate sequence to obtain an
exact sequence in C(B>m),

E:0^V^En_hX^   ■ ■■ -»£^-^^-»0,
where EJX = /7(g) ®uw EjX, for j < « - 1. [£] depends only on co and we set
« = [£].

Conversely, let £ be an exact sequence in ß(g>m). Using a standard homological
algebraic argument we obtain an element £ in Homm(A/A, H"(u, V)) which depends
only on [E]. We set [E] = £. Then | = [£] and w = w.

The following is a key result in the proof of our splitting theorem.

Lemma 9.1. Let A, ju be in P/. // Ext"a m)( VM\ VM*) is nontrivial then there exist
distinct vx, . . . ,vnin Ps+ such that

vx c vri c • • • c v,m C Vp.

Proof. Let [E] be in Extgm(FM\ Fw»)» where E is the nonsplit exact sequence

0^ vM"^En_x ->   ■ ■ ■ -+E0^> VM>^>0.
By the discussion preceding the lemma we may assume that E is obtained from an
element of Homm(A/A, H"(u, VM*)) as described there. We now set MJnXx =
uJU(u) 8 A" u 8 Mx, y - 1,-2, ... . Then A/„A = A/n'A D A/„2A d . . . ' and
DJ! i A/^ A = (0). Since Z(g) acts on VM* by 0 this implies that the exact sequence
E may be assumed to be in 9 (0S). In particular 9X must equal 9 .
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We assume « = 1 and consider

E:0-* VM^E-^VM*^0,

a representative of a nonzero element of Ext(a m)( FM\ VM»). By Theorem 6.1 there
exists an indecomposable projective module PA in 9 (&s) such that PA = Wx D W2
D • • • D !Fr d IF,+ 1 = (0) with Wi/Wi+X ss fK Furthermore »>, = A and FA
g F„ for / > 2.

Let 7r: Pa -» FM* be the projection from Wx to W^/ IF2. By the projectivity of PA
we have the following commutative diagram.

o    _>    vM»    4.      £      -4     F"*    -»    0.
T) \ /" ir

We claim that r¡(W2) = t}(Pa) n a(VM-) ^ (0). Indeed, if v is in W2 then ßr](v) =
•n(v) = 0. Hence tj(d) is in tj(Pa) n a(VM*). Conversely, if v is in Px with T/(t;) in
a( VM") then /Stj(ü) = 0, or tr(v) = 0 and, therefore, v is in Ker m = W2. If tj( IF2) =
0 then r) induces

rj: Px/W2-+E
where rj(v + W2) = tj(u). Then ßr\(v + W2) = ßf)(v) = tt(v) = v + W2, i.e., ßfj =
id and, therefore, E splits, which is contrary to our assumption.

Now, t,(Pa) d f](W2) d • • • D ij(W,) D • • • and for all i > 2, ri(W¡)/ri(lVi+l)
is generated by a highest weight vector of weight vi such that FA c F„, or
*?(^)A(^ + i) " (°)- Since T)(fF2)^(0) and rj(IFr+1) = (0), there exists'/ in
{2, . . . , r) such that FA c F„ and L„ is a subquotient of tj(PF2) C a(VM>).
Theorem 2.8 implies that V c V^. Thus FA g K, C F and the assertion of the
lemma holds for « = 1.

We now assume that the lemma is true for « — 1 and consider

E: 0^ VM>^En_x ->   • ■ •  ^£0-^FM^^0
a representative of a nonzero element of Ext"g m)( FMx, VM"). Let PA be as above.
Then there exist Ex, . . . , £„'_, in „a(0s), a,1: £•/ -» £,.'_„ a¿: £0' -* VM* and y(:
£,' —> Et, i >- 0,..., n — 1, such that the diagram

0     _      F^      4      £»_,       V • • • 4      L0'      4      F">     -*     0
II |t»-i I To II

0     ->     F^     -»     £„_,       _>••-»      £0     _      KM*     -»     0

is commutative and has exact rows and Exx = PA, a¿ = w. From the exactness of

0^ Wr-+ Wr_x^ Wr_x/Wr^0

we obtain a long exact Ext(g m)-sequence,
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If Ext^(Wr_x/Wr, VMo) is nontrivial, or Ext¡-^(Wr, VM*) is nontrivial, then the
lemma   follows   by   the   induction   hypothesis,    If   both   are   trivial   then
Extn(~^(Wr_x, VM>) is trivial.

Now, from the exactness of

0^ Wr_x^Wr_2^ Wr_2/Wr_x^0

we obtain a long exact Ext(8 m)-sequence:

• • • Ext^(Wr„2/Wr_x, V^)^Ext1-^(Wr_2, VM>)

If Ext"^m)(Wr_2/ Wr_x, VM") is nontrivial, then the lemma follows by the induction
hypothesis. If not, then Ext("g7m1)(H/r_2, VM*) is trivial. We continue in this fashion
and note that

Ext^lX, VK) ~ Ext^«;^/), VM>)

and hence that Ext"^(W2, VM») is nontrivial. We conclude that there exists / in
{2, . . . , r) such that Ext""^^/W,+ „ VM*) is non tri vial and the result follows by
the induction hypothesis.    Q.E.D.

Remark. It follows from Lemma 9.1 and the discussion that precedes it that
Homm(A/A, H"(u, VM»)) is trivial unless FA g V9y C • • • C VH C V^ for some
distinct elements vx, . . . , vn in Ps+.

Corollary 9.2. Let X be a dominant integral linear form on b and and let w, w' be
elements of Ws with l(w) = l(w'). Then

Extern/K*~\ V*~)
is trivial.

Proof. Suppose Extx(a<m)(VM-\ VM~*) is not trivial. Then Vw.x § Vw,.x, by
Lemma 9.1. Therefore w < w', by Theorem 2.12. But w < w' contradicts the
assumption that l(w) = l(w').    Q.E.D.

Theorem 9.3. IfX is in P+, then

9¿DX) =       U        VM~\

for k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u".

Proof. The statement follows immediately from Theorem 7.11, Lemma 8.1 and
Corollary 9.2.    Q.E.D.

10. The strong BGG resolution. Fix A G P + . For each w G W we choose an
injection, FW.A —> FA. This fixes, for each pair (w, w') of elements of W such that
w < w', an injection iww,: Vw.x -» Vw,.x (cf. Theorem 2.12). Let Ck = U„eiy<ti Vw.x,
k = 0, 1.dim n". Then every g-homomorphism of Ck into Ck_x is given by
Ic'i,„, ck G C, the sum over all w, G Wik), h>, G IF(*-I), A: =
1.dim n~.
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Let Dk, g (Dk), dk, k = 1, . . . , dim u", and ë be as in §7. We will use the same
notation 3^ for the restriction of ak 8 id to s (Dk) and write dk: 9 (Dk) —»tf (Dk_,),
k = 1, . . . , dim u"; ë will also denote

ë 8id|9x(z>¿): 9s(Dx) -+ Lx.

If S = 0 then p = b. In this case we set gx(Bk) = ^(Df), dk = ak, k =
1, . . . , dim u"= dim n" and e = ë. That is,

9x(Bx) = 9X( U(q) ® Mb) A* (8/b)) 8 LA),       /c = 0, 1, . . . , dim n".

Theorem 9.3 implies that

9x(Bx) =     H      Vw.x = Ck,       k - 0, 1,.. ., dim n". (.)

We abuse notation and write

9A: Ck -» Cfc_,,       & = 1, . . . , dim n".
Lemma 10.1. Let

0-+C^ ■ ■ •  ^C,^Co^LA^0
be an exact complex, with the C, as above and q = dim n". Then a¡      is injective for
all w e W(i\ i = 1, . . . , q.

Proof. If w' e W(/+1) and w e W(i), then the image of any map Vw,.x -* Vw.x is
a proper submodule. So Vw.x cannot lie in the image of a,+ 1 and therefore it cannot
lie in the kernel of a¡.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 10.2. Let
a, a2 <*i a0

0^C^ ■ ■ ■  -^CX^C0^LX

be a complex. Suppose that a,-| ¥= 0, for all w G 1F(,), /' = \, . . . , q, where q =
dim n". Denote by (a¿ w), wx e W('\ w2 G J^('_1) í/jg complex matrix associated
with a„ i = \, . . . ,q. Then a¿(Wj ^ 0 /or a// w, G W(i), w2 G If0"0 swc/i í«aí
wx <— >f2, all i = \, . . . , q.

Proof. The result is clear for i = 1. Suppose that the lemma holds for / =
I, . . . ,j — 1 and let w0 G WU). We assert that there exists a G ■n such that
wn<^o- wn and a¿ „ w ^=0. Indeed, since a, restricted to Fw x is nonzero, there
exists w, G wü-1) such that a¿ „, t¿= 0. Theorem 2.12 implies that w0<— wx for some
y G A+. If y e it then our assertion is true. If y Ö <n let a G 7r be such that
w0<— aaw0. Set /0 = aaw0. By Lemma 2.10 we have

wi

h>0 aaw,

'o
Let £„, denote the canonical generator of Vw.x. If w < w' < w" let |w M,. denote the

image of £,, in Fw^ under /„,„,, and !„,„,,„» denote the image of £ww. under /„,,„..
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Now

*-„<-( t—r   Wo<_,

Using Lemma 2.11 we obtain

ai, waJ~x     + a¿ ,aJ.~x    = 0. (1)

Since aJw w ^ 0, and aJw~xw ^ 0 by the induction hypothesis, (1) implies that
ai , ¥= 0, proving our assertion.

Now, let w be an arbitrary element of  W<-J~x^ such that h>0«-w, ß G A+.
Applying Lemma 2.10 we get

w
ß S \ a

w0 aaw

\ a aaß ¡¿

°aW0

Using the argument we have just used to prove the assertion above, we obtain

aJ       aj~x       + aJ    aJ~x   = 0

Therefore ai w ̂  0.    Q.E.D.
Definition 10.3 [2], A square is a quadruple (wx, w2, w3, w4) of elements of W

such that wx <r- w2 <— w4 and wx*—w3<r- w4, w2 =£ w3 (cf. Definition 2.9).
The following lemma plays an important role in the construction of the strong

BGG resolution. Here we give a simple proof of the lemma using (*) above.
First, we recall some concepts that will be needed in the proof.
(i) A real subalgebra a of g is called a real form of g if a © (—l)'/2a = g.
(ii) If a is a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over a field F of

characteristic zero, a Cartan subalgebra c of a (see [6] for the definition of a Cartan
subalgebra of a) is said to be a splitting Cartan subalgebra of a if the characteristic
roots of every ad H: a —> a, H G c, are in F. We say that the pair (a, c) is a split
semisimple Lie algebra if c is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of a.

Lemma 10.4 [2, Lemma 10.4]. To every arrow wx <— w2 it is possible to associate a
number c(wx, w2) = ±1, such that the product of all numbers associated to the four
arrows of any square (wx, w2, w3, w4) is equal to -I.

Proof. For each a G A, let Xa, Ya, Ha be as in §3. Observe that Xa and Ya were
chosen so that (A,,, Ya) = 1. If a, ß G A and a + ß ^0 define Naß G C by
[A^, Xß] = NaßXa+ß if a + ß is a root, and set Na¿ — 0 if a + ß is not a root. It
can be shown that the numbers Aay8 are real numbers (see e.g. [18, Theorem 3.7.5]).
Set bR = 2aSA R//a and gR = bn + S„eA RAa. The discussion above implies that
gR is a real form of g. The integrality properties of the roots imply that bR is a
splitting Cartan subalgebra of gR.

We now note that what has been said in the previous sections about (g, b), g
complex semisimple and b Cartan, is also true for (gR, bR)- If ju. is a real valued
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linear form on bR, denote by (FM)R and (9 (Äit)'1)R the Z7(gR)-modules corresponding
to FM and 9 (B£), respectively, when we substitute (gR, bR) for (g, b)-

Let A be a dominant integral real valued linear form on bR. (*) implies that

UK))R=     U    (^x)r-
w e ifC")

Let d* and eR be the Z7(gR)-module maps dk and e, respectively, in the real case.
Suppose wx <— w2, wx, w2 G W. If w, G W(k\ for some k G {1, ... , dim n~}, then
w2 G fF(*_1), and we let s(wx, w2) be the real entry corresponding to the pair
(wx, Wj) in the real matrix (s(w, w'))„elvik)w,elvik-l) associated with 3*. An argument
used in the proof of Lemma 10.2 implies that if (wx, w2, w3, w4) is any square then

s(wx, w2)s(w2, w4) = -s(wx, w3)s(w3, w4).

Proposition 7.1 combined with Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2 imply that s(wx, Wj) ^ 0.
Now set

s(w., w,)
c "V "2) = , , •    Q-E.D.

Mwi» w2)\

For k = 0, 1, . . . , dim n", let dk: Ck^> Ck_x be the map defined by the matrix
WÍ„W2)> w\ e W(k)> w2 G Wik~i\ where dk¡Wi = c(wx, w2) (see Lemma 10.4), if
wx <— w2 and dk     = 0, otherwise.

Let tj: C0 -» LA be the canonical surjection defined by tj(1 8 1) = vx, where vx is
the canonical generator of LA.

The result that follows simplifies the work of BGG (see [2]). It shows that the
weak BGG resolution [2, Theorem 9.9] and the strong BGG resolution [2, Theorem
10.1] coincide. In particular, it gives another proof of Theorem 10.1 of [2].

Lemma 10.5. There exist U(a,)-isomorphisms pk: Ck —» Ck such that all the dia-
grams

dk dk-\ d, n
-*     Ck      -*      Q-i       -+•••-*      C0      -»      LA     -+     0

1>* Tf*-i Tfo II

-*     ck     -*     Q-i       ->•••->      C0     -*     LA     -*     0

commute, k = 0, 1, . . . , dim n~.

Proof. Let juo be the obvious nonzero multiple of the identity, y° id, and suppose
we have defined jUq, ..., pk_ t /7(g)-isomorphisms, such that tjjuq = e and

dj_|Hj_, = M,-29,-1»       j = 2,. . . ,k. (2)

Let u/^,) = y^, w G Wu\j = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, where £w is the canonical genera-
tor of   Vw.x.  If w0e W(k\  there exists a  in t such that aaw0 G W(*_1).  Set

*o = °awo-

3,(Co)=   U    <^>

with 0^, G C \ {0}, by Proposition 7.1, and Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2. Here ^ , is as
in the proof of Lemma 10.2.
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dk_ , pk_x (>k{L) = ¿k-\ H- il     U     ̂ „./¿»'o.r 1
wo"-'

= II    H   <,**-*<</, rfc^-0
r«-r Wo^,

by (2) above, where £w lr is as in the proof of Lemma 10.2.

Let t e IF<*-') be such that w0<- /, ß G A+, t ^ t0. By an argument used in the
proof of Lemma 10.2, we obtain

<«.?£" ' c(t,aat)

But

g(*> g„0 = c(wo> 'o)
C('0' 0aO C(W0> 0   '

Therefore
a-      it— ia     yk        k—\ wo.*oltti / ,\

for all / such that iv0 <— t. Let
k k— 1

¿   _   awo,lJt0

7w° "  c(w0, f0) '

and define u*^ = y¿^ Then

m*-A(U = i1 «&/&*" *i*i
w0*~l

=   H   y*oc(w0, /^ = dkiLk(Q,
wat-t

and the result follows by recurrence.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 10.6 (Theorem 10.1, [2]). The sequence
dq dq _ i d2 d¡ t)

0-*C«-*C,_,-».   • • •  ^C,-*C0^LA^0

is exact, where q = dim n~.

Corollary  10.7. If ak:  Ck^>Ck_x  is such  that ak¡y    =£ 0, w G W(k), k =
1, . . . , dim n~, andak_xak = 0, k = 1, . . . , dim n~, then the complex

a, a,_! a2 a, a0
O-C,-»^,-»   ... ->C,->C0->£*->(),

where q = dim n", is exacf.
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Proof. Note that the only property of the maps dk needed in the proof of
Lemma 10.5 was that the numbers ak Wi, wx G W{k), w2 G Wik~x) be nonzero.
Therefore, by Lemma 10.2, Lemma 10.5 applies with dk replaced by ak. The
corollary now follows from 10.6 above.    Q.E.D.

11. The generalized strong BGG resolution and a uniqueness theorem.

Proposition 11.1 [14, Proposition 3.1]. Let X G h*, ¡i G Ps+ andf: Vx-* V^ a
nonzero map. Denote by -n : V —* VM» the natural projection. If it ° f: Vx —* VM* is
nonzero, then X G Ps+ and (m^ ° f)(Kx) = 0, where Kx c FA is the kernel of ttx.

Remark. Proposition 11.1 implies that if A G P/ then f(Kx) c K and, there-
fore,/induces/: VM* -» VM" defined by

f(v + Kx) = f(v) + *„.
Definition 11.2 [14]. Let A, ¡i G Ps+, /: FA —» FM a nonzero g-homomorphism.

The map /: VMx —> VM* above is called the standard map associated with /.

Proposition 11.3 [14, Proposition 3.7]. Let X e P+, w, w' e Ws be such that
l(w) = l(w') + 1. Then there exists a nonzero g-homomorphism

if and only if w *- w'. If w <—w' then the standard map from VMwk to VMw'k (which is
unique up to nonzero scalar multiple) is nonzero.

Fix A G P +. For each k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u", define

Ek=        II VM~\
we(Ws}k)

If w, w' e Ws with l(w) = l(w') + 1, let
dk ,: VMwX —» VM"X

w,w '

be the map defined by

and

¿t,w = c(w, w')iww,,    w <- w',

dkw, = 0,    otherwise.

Here iww, is the standard map associated with iww. and c(w, w') is as in Lemma
10.4. We have therefore maps

dk: Ek -* Ek_x,       k = 1.dim u".

Let 17: KM» -^ LA be the map g of Proposition 3.6.
Consider the natural projections

g     ->     g/b    and     g     ->    g/p

A     H+      X X     i->      X.
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Then m: g/b —> g/p defined by tt(X) = X is a linear map. Let wt: A*(s/b) -*
A*(8/P) be the map defined by

*k(X\ A • • • A**) = X, A • • • A**,       A = 0, 1, . .., dim u"
and TTk = 0, k = (dim u~) + 1, . . ., dim n~.

The adjoint action of p (resp. b) on g gives a p-module (resp. b-module) structure
to q/p (resp. g/b). We consider now the morphisms of vector spaces

#*: i/(g) X A*(8/b) -* /7(g) »„„ A*(fl/P),

^(A, Ä, A • • • A**) = A 8 Xx A • • • AXk,
k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u", êk = 0, k > dim u". Since b c P, there exists a g-module
map

defined by
mk: /7(g) ®u(b) A*(flA) -* I/(fl) ®Mrt A*(ß/p),

^(A- 8 Ä, A • • • A**) = X 8 Ä, A • • • AXk,
k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u , 77A = 0, k > dim u". Therefore we obtain maps from e (Bk)
to 9x(Dk) which we also denote by mk. It is clear from the definitions of ak and dk
that

h ° ¿k + i = *k ° 9*+i»       k = 0,\, ..., (dim u") - 1.
Let Kk = ker ñk in 9x(Bx). Then

\:9x{Bl)/Kk^eXBî_x)/Kk-x

is given by

~dk(v + Kk) = dk(v) + Kk~x.

By Theorem 9.3 we have

9k(d£) =       H        VM- = £A
>v<e(W5)('<>

and

x{Bx) =      U      FW.A = Ck.
we if i*'

Now F"~» = Vw.x/Kw.x, w e W* (see Proposition 11.1). Hence

Kk=      u      *„.Ae    H     Vw.x.
we(Ws){k) welfi*!

»(If5

If k - 0, 1, . . . , dim u" and^e (Ws)ik\ let y* id: Vw.x -» F^ be as in the
proof of Lemma 10.5, and let yk id: VM~* -> VM-* be the standard map associated
with y* id. Let

H -       U        Y^id: ^ - £*•
wefif5/*'
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According to Lemma 10.5 we obtain

¿k ° ßk = dk ° Hk = ftt-i ° dk = ßk-i° 9*-

Summarizing, we have

Theorem 11.4. If k = 0, 1, . . . , dim u"= r, there are /7(g)-isomorphisms p.k:
Ek —» Ek such that all the diagrams

d, dk + l dk dx ¿
0     _»     Er     -»•••->       Ek     -•••-*      E0     -*     LA     -    0

TÄ- í¿* Tä> II
9r 3* +1 9* 31 ti

0     _,     Er     -> • • •   ->       £,     -* • • -^      £0      -»     LA     -►    0

commute, where /Ig is a nonzero multiple of the identity.

Remark. Theorem 11.4 shows that the generalized weak BGG resolution and the
generalized strong BGG resolution coincide, simplifying the work of Lepowsky
[14]. The Corollary 11.5 below gives another proof of the exactness of the gener-
alized strong BGG resolution.

Corollary 11.5 [14, Theorem 4.3]. The sequence

¿dim u- d¡ i¡

0->£<,»»„-  -*••■• -»£„->¿a-0
is exact.

12. The de Rham complex. Let G be a connected, linear, semisimple Lie group,
that is G is a connected, semisimple Lie subgroup of GL(«, R) for some «. If H is
any Lie subgroup of G we denote by bo and b the Lie algebra of H and its
complexification, respectively. If a c g is a subalgebra U(a) denotes the universal
enveloping algebra of a, as in § 1.

Let G = KAXNX be an Iwasawa decomposition of G. Let A/, denote the central-
izer of Ax in K. The closed subgroup P, = MXAXNX is called a minimal parabolic
subgroup of G.

By definition, a parabolic subgroup of G is a subgroup that equals its own
normalizer and such that the complexification of its Lie algebra contains a Borel
subalgebra of g.

Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing P,. We write P = MAN for the
Langlands decomposition of P (see [22]). Let A/0 be the identity component of M,
so that P° = M°AN is the identity component of P. Then G = KP0. Set X =
G/P°. X is isomorphic with K/K n P° as a /¿-homogeneous space.

Let ^'(A") denote the space of all complex valued /-forms on X, that is, ^(X) is
the space of all C°° cross sections of the complexification of the C°° R-vector
bundle (/\'T(X))*, where T(X) is the tangent bundle of X. For instance, if
« G ^'(X) and x G X then wx = u(x) is an element of (/\T(X)X 8 C)*, i = 0,
1, . . . , dim X.

Let TX((A'T(X))*) denote the space of all C°° cross sections of the C°° R-vector
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bundle (/\'T(X))* and define

4: r~((A'7W)*) -» r~((A'+,7W)*)
by

4(W)(A„ . . ., Ai+I) - 2 (-ir'AX*,, .. -, A},...., Xi+X)
7-1

+    s   (-íy^tó^A-^A-,,...,^,...,^,....^,),
1<><*<!+1

where co G r°°((A'7W)*), Xj is a vector field over A, and A} means that A} has
been deleted, y = I, . . . , i + \, i = I, 2, . . . , dim X - I. Let d0: TX((A°T(X))*)
-> r°°((/\xT(X))*) be defined by cf0(co) = co„, the differential of co, co G
r°°((A0^(^))*). We also denote by d¡: 6Ùi(X)^>ûï)i+x(X) the corresponding
extensions ot the complexified vector bundles. Using Stokes' theorem we obtain the
complex:

0^C-^^°(X)'X^x(X)t ■ ■ • ^V(a-)^c^o, (1)

where tj is the inclusion map and e(to) = jx co, co G ^(X), r — dim A". (1) is known
as the de Rham complex of X.

De Rham's theorem implies that the ith cohomology of equation (1) is given by
H'(K/K n P°, C), if 0 < i < r, and is equal to zero if ( = 0 or i = r.

G acts on X by l(g)x = gx, g G G, x G X. If M and N are C00 manifolds and
<p: A/ -* A7 is a C°° map, we denote by <p„ and <p* the differential and codifferential
of <p, respectively. If g G G, x G A and t; G (/\'T(X)X)*, define

(g-v)(Xx¡x, ...,XJ= v(l(g-\Xx^, ..., l(g-X*J>

where the X¿ are vector fields over X, j = 1, . . . , /', / = 1, . . . , r. This action
extends to an action on (/\'T(X)X ® C)*, x G X, i = 1, . . . , r, and

g-'iXA'TWs* ® c)*) C (A'TW* ® C)*'
for ail g G G, x G A, / = 1, . . . , r.

If co G r°°((A'7W)*) and g G G, define

gco= A%g~1)*"-

We denote by it the extension of this action of G to ÖD,'(A'). Clearly, if co G ^'(A"),
g G G, and x e X, then (7r(g)co)^ = g(cog-1;c).

Let H he a Lie subgroup of G and let F be a finite dimensional representation of
H n P°. We denote by C°°(H; t) the space of all C°° functions/: //^ F such
that f(gp) = T(p~x)f(g), for a\\ p e H n P°, g e H. Here t is the action of
H n P° on F

Let t, be the restriction to P° of the action of G on (/\'T(X)tPo 8 C)*,
i = 0, . . ., r. If g0, g G G and/ G C°°(G; t,), let n(g0)(f)(g) = /(gó'g).
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Lemma 12.1. //co G ^(X), define/„: G -+ (/\T(X)epa 8 C)* by
SÁ8) = Tr(g-xMgP°).

The map A: co k> fu is an isomorphism of ^'(A) and Cco(G; t,) such that A ° tr(g) =
•n(g) ° A, for all g G G.

Proof. This is a consequence of the Lemmas 5.2.3 and 5.3.4 of [18].    Q.E.D.
Let xp: G -* G/P° be the coset map i//(g) = gP°, g G G, and let +%: iTG),. 8 C

-» T(G/P°)ePo ® C denote the extension of the differential map of \¡/ at the
identity. Using the natural identification of T(G)e with g0 we may write \p^:
g -* T(G/P°)ePo 8 C. Now, ker xpt = p, the complexification of the Lie algebra of
P. Therefore, ^ induces ¿: g/p -^T(G/P°)ePo ® C.

Let Ad denote the adjoint representation of G, as usual. If p G P°, then Ad(/?)
extends to a map from g to g. We abuse notation and write A.d(p) for the induced
map from g/p to g/p.

A trivial computation shows that

¿ o Ad(p) = /(/>)*„„ • £    forallpGP0. (.)

Let g G G, and let A, be an element in g0/p0 represented by Yj G g0, for
j - 1,...,/ + 1. If/: G -♦ (A'(8o/fo))* is C00, define

(a^./XgKA-,, . . . , A,+ 1) = 2 (-iy+1 YJ{XX, ...,Xj,..., Xi+X)

+     2     (-i^kAg)([YyYk],xlf...,iJ,...,xk,...,x^l),
i <y <* < ; -t-1

where Y represents the canonical image of Y G g0 in g0/p0 and Xj means that Xj
has been deleted, j = 1, . . . , / + 1, i = 0, . . . , r — 1. We also denote by a¡ the
extension of a, to the space of all C°° functions/: G —> (A'(eA))*, ' = 0, . . . , r —
1.

Lemma 12.2. Set a, = A' Ad*,,, and let -ir(g0)(f)(g) = f(g0xg), for g0, g G G,
/ G CX(G; a¡). Then there are isomorphisms <p: ̂ '(A") -» CX(G; a,) jhc« that:

(\)<p « „(g) = .jr(g) o (p,allg eG.
(2) Iff]' = cp o t/ and e' = e ° (¡p    í/ie« a// f«e diagrams

i 1^0 ^i — I <^/ i^. -0    _>   c   -»     '«"(A')        -* ■ ■ ■   4       <V(X)      4. • • •   ^       e¡r(X)      ->      C     -»    o
il ¿* i<p i<p n

0    -*   C   \ C^(G; o0)    "X ■ ■ ■ %'   C°°(G; a,)   -^ ■ • • °4'   C»(G; ar)   4.      C     ->    o

commiiie.

Proof. Let A be the isomorphism of Lemma 12.1, and let \p be the map from
CX(G; t,) to C°°(G; a,) induced by 4>. Now, set <p = 4, ° ^ and use (*).    Q.E.D.

Let ^'(A")* be the space of all /¿-invariant elements of ^'(X). If we denote by 4
the restrictions of d¡ to ^'(A)*, /' = 0, . . . , r - 1, and by e the restriction of e to
^(A")*, we obtain the complex

0^C^6íP(X)K^si)x(X)K^ ■ ' • t'^IJ^C^O. (2)
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Since K is connected, l(k) is homotopic to the identity, for all k G K. Therefore,
the homotopy invariance theorem and de Rham's theorem imply that the cohomol-
ogy of the complex (2) is the cohomology of the complex (1) (cf. [18, Theorem
3.8.2]). This fact together with Lemma 12.2 implies the following.

Corollary 12.3. Let CFX(G; a¡) denote the space of all K-finite vectors of
Cco(G; a¡), where ai is as in Lemma 12.2. Then the cohomology of the complex

0 -+cXc?(G; a0)^l CFX(G; ox)^> ■ ■ ■ %*C/(G; ar)X-C-»0        (3)
is the cohomology of (1). Here a, and e' are the restrictions of a, and e' to C¡?(G; a,)
and CFX(G; ar), respectively, i = 0, 1, . . . , r — 1 (see Lemma 12.2 for the definitions
of ij' and e').

If/ G CFX(G; a,) (C^G; a,) as in Corollary 12.3) and Y G g0, define

(# (Y)f)( g)=j-t f(exp(-tY)g),       geG.
=o

This action extends to an action of /7(g) on Cj?(G; a¡), which we also denote by m.
Define p: C?(G; a,) -» Hom(t/(fl),A''(fl/P)*) by p(f)(Y) = (fi(Y)f)(l), Ye

/7(g),/ G C?(G; *,).
We denote by ad the representation of p0 on g0/p0 induced by the restriction to

p0 of the adjoint representation of g0 on g0. ad extends to an action of U(p) on g/p
which we also denote by ad. It is easy to see that, if Y G ¡7(g), Z G U(p) and
/ G C?(G; a,), then

w(Z)n(YW) = A'ad*(Z)(i(r)/(l)).
This implies that for / G C?(G; a¡), p(f) G Horn^/7(g), A'(aA)*), where
A'(8/P)* is equipped with the {/(p)-module structure given by A' ad*. If Y,
Z G /7(g), B G Homuw(U(Q), A'WtO*), define 7t(Y)B(Z) = B(ZY). It can be
easily seen that ju. is a /7(g)-module map from CFX(G; a¡) into

Homw)(£/(fl), AWP)*)^

the space of all /7(f)-finite vectors of Hornuw( /7(g), A'(ö/f)*).

Proposition 12.4. The map

p: CP(G; a,) -* HomMW(t/(fl), A'(fl/P)*),

is a U(Q)-module isomorphism.

Proof. Let/ G Cf°°(G; a,) and suppose that p(f) = 0. Then p(f)(Y) = 0 for all
Y e U(q), that is, e(Y)f(\) = 0 for all Y G /7(g). If g G G, say g = kp, k e K,

p G P°, then f(g) = f(kp) = A' hà*(p~x)f(k) = A' Ad*(^-V(A:-')/(l). The K-
finiteness of / implies that / is analytic. Since G is connected, Taylor's theorem
implies that/ = 0, and we have proved that ju is injective.

It remains to prove that p is surjective.
Since G/P° is isomorphic with K/K n P° as a ÄT-homogeneous space, there

exists an isomorphism from C^(G; a¡) to CFX(K; ff,-| „) commuting with the
respective actions of K.
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For any compact Lie group H, let H denote the set of all equivalence classes of
finite dimensional, unitary, irreducible representations of H. Theorem 5.3.6 of [18]
implies that

C?(K; a,Un„„) =   U   dim Hom^o^, A'(fl/P)*K,
yeK

algebraic direct sum, where (wy, F ) is a representative of y G K.
On the other hand, Proposition 5.5.8 of [6] implies that, as a representation of f,

Homu(t>}(U(Q), A'(9/P)*)f is isomorphic with HomU(tnt>)(U(ï), AWP)*)f> the
space of /7(f)-finite vectors of Homu(tn(!)(U(i), A'CflAO*)-

Now, f is reductive and its center is contained in p. This implies that the action
of the center of f on Hom{/({np)(/7(f), A'(9/p)*) is semisimple. Therefore, by
Lemme 1.6.4 and Proposition 5.5.3 of [6] we get

Homu(tntJ)(U(ï), A Vf)*) -   U. dim HomMf)(Ky, AV»>)*K,
y£k~

where k is the set of all equivalence classes of finite dimensional, irreducible
representations of f, and (iry, Fy) is a representative of y G A:.

The surjectivity of /x now follows.    Q.E.D.
If T G U(q), we write Y h>'T for the principal anti-automorphism of /7(g).
Let Y e /7(g), and let A, be an element of g/p represented by Yj G g, for

j - 1, ...,/+ 1. If B e HomU(p)(U(Q), A'(fl/f)*)f. define

(&b)(y)(xx, ..., xi+x) = i (-lrx^x*.* • • •. *p • • •. *.-+.)y-i
+ 2        (-iy'+*Ä( Y)( [ Yj, Yk] ,Xx,...,Xj,...,Xk,..., A, + 1).

1<j<k<i+1

Here Z represents the canonical image of Z G g in g/p, and A^ means that Xj has
been deleted.

The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 12.5. Let r¡', e' and Oj,j = 0, 1, . . . , r — 1 be as in Corollary 12.3. Then
the diagrams

0  _, C  i Cj?>(G; o0) 2 • • • "^' C/°(G; of) X   C   -» 0
II lM i M II

0   ^ C  i     Hom^í/^.C),     5 - - . ^'     Hom^/í/fo), AWí)) -^   C   -> 0
are commutative. Here £ = /x ° 17' a«c/ i> = e' ° jt   .

By Proposition 5.5.4 of [6] the space Hom^ t7(g), A'(q/P)*)/- is (7(g)-isomor-
phic with ((7(g) 8Ü(P) A'(ß/t>))£, the /7(f)-finite dual of (7(g) 8^, A'(o/f)-

Let Z(g) denote the center of (7(g) and 0 the set of all homomorphisms 9:
Z(a) -» C. If 9 G 0 we define '0(Z) = 9('Z), for all Z G Z(g). Then

e((U(Q) ®wrt A Vf))*) = L(í/(fl) ®MW AV*>)))*>
for all f? in 0 (here, if F is a g-module, 9 V is defined as in §2).
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Let b be a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in p, A the root system of (g, b). Fix
A+ a system of positive roots in A and let -n — {ax, . . . , a„} be the system of
simple roots of A+. Set p = (1/2) 2„eA+ a.

Let 5 be a subset of {1, . . . , «} giving p and let A$ and P/ be as in §3. If
A G Ps+, let Mx be defined as in §3, and denote by ax the corresponding represen-
tation of P°. Let VMx be the generalized Verma module associated with g, b, it, S
and A, and let f?A be the infinitesimal character of VM*.

Let W denote the Weyl group of A and let ( Ws)(,) be defined as in Proposition
7.9.

Theorem 9.3 implies

(o(Homw(l/(8), AWP)*)F)=       H      (VM"«)*F, (**)
we(fvsf

where ( VM-% is the (/©-finite dual of VM~°.
If H G a0, set p(H) = (1/2) tr(ad //, ). If m G M, a G A and n G N, define

ô(man) = e2^lo&a\ where log: A —» o0 is the inverse of exp: a0 —* A.
If a is a finite dimensional representation of P° set HPoa — CFX(G; dx/2a). HPoa

is known as the degenerate principal series.
Let 3, be as in §10 and denote by 3* the dual map of 3,. We abuse notation and

write

3,*:       H       HPos-x/ia.^>        H ^oj-i/i,,       /'= 0, ...,/•- 1.
w<E(wsy' wf^(wsy    '

Corollary 12.6. The ith cohomology of the complex

i as        V-i v
0-*C^//^>4-./Vj-* •• •   ->        II        HPo<s-Wia:^C-*0 (4)

we(Ws){r)

is the cohomology of X if 1 < i < r and is zero if i = 0 or i = r. Here | and v are
induced from £ and v of Lemma 12.5, respectively.

Proof. We assert that Bo(CFx(G; a,)) = Uw^(lvS)i,> CFK(G; a*.0), where
CFX(G; a*0) is the space of all A"-finite vectors of C°°(G; a*.0), w e (Ws)(i),
i = 0, . . . ,r. Indeed,

9o(C?(G; a,)) =,o(Homw)(t/(g), A'(ö/P)*)f),

by Proposition 12.4. Therefore 9o(Cß°(G; a,)) = H^^s^F^)*, by (**). Apply-
ing Proposition 5.5.4 of [6] to ( U(q) ® mv) MW.0)F and Proposition 12.4 to
HomU(p)(U(Q), m:.0)f, w G (Wsp, i = 0, . . . , r, we find that (VM~% =
CFX(G; a*.0), for all w e (Wsf\ all ;' = 0, . . . , r. The result now follows from
Lemma 12.2, Corollary 12.3 and Lemma 12.5. Q.E.D.

Notes. (1) K/ K n P° is a real homology sphere if and only if (4) is exact.
(2) It is well known that if rkR G = 1 and P is a proper parabolic subgroup of G

then K/K n P° is a sphere. In this case (4) is exact, by (1).
(3) Let G = SL(«, R). An Iwasawa decomposition of G is obtained by taking

K = SO(«), Ax the group of positive diagonal matrices in G and Nx the group of
n X n upper triangular matrices with ones on the main diagonal. Here P, is the
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group of all upper triangular matrices in G. Let P be the group of all matrices of
the form (¿ £), A (n - 1) X (n - 1), in G. Then A = G/P° = K/K n P° =
SO(«)/SO(« - I) - S"~x ami (4) is exact, by (1).

Appendix. Here we give an alternate proof of Theorem 9.3 which does not use
the formalism of the category 05.

Lemma A.l [14, Proposition 3.8]. Let w e W, w & Ws, w' G Ws, and assume
ai

that w <— w' (see Definition 2.9). Then w<— w' for some i G S.

We now give a proof of the analog of Corollary 9.2 in 0.
Let A be dominant integral in b* and let w, w' G Ws be such that l(w) = l(w').

Suppose that Extxe(VM~x, VM-X) is nontrivial (here ExtJ, means the Ext1 bifunctor in
0). Let

E: 0 -» V*"* A E i> V*** -> 0
be a representative of a nonzero element of ExtJ,( VMwX, VM*'*).

By Corollary 4.1 and Proposition 6.2 of [1], there exists an indecomposable
projective object IwX in 0 having a Verma composition series by F„ such that

(4.x : V„) = (V„ : Lw.x).
That is, there exists a filtration

/wA = /,D/2D • • •   DLD/r+1 = (0),

such that /,//,+ , =* Vv¡, with  Vw.x c F„, i = 1, . . . , r. Furthermore,  Vv¡ = Vw.x,
and Vv.x §   F„ for all i > 2.

Denote by/the composite

where 7r is the projection, /, —» Ix/I2, and tj is the map \p of Proposition 3.4. Then
there exists M, I2 c A/ c /W.A such that

A///2 » n   F     c vw.x,
i es

by Proposition 3.4.
By the projectivity of Iw.x we have the commutative diagram in 0,

0     _*     v*«*     A       E       4.      FM^     -»    0

Now, g(Af) = g(Iw.x) n a(CM"») ^ (0), since E is nonsplit. We have two cases
to consider.

Case 1. g(/2) =?= (0). Then, for every i > 2, g(I¡)/g(Ii+x) is generated by a highest
weight vector of weight v with Vw.x g F„, or else g(I,)/g(Ii+x) = (0). Since
g(/2) *= (0) and g(Ir+x) = (0), there exists i > 2 such that g(/,)/g(/, + 1) * (0).
Therefore there exists v such that F^^ g F„ and L„ is an irreducible subquotient of
g(/2) C g(M) c «(F*-*). This implies that F„ c FW,A and therefore Vw.x g FW,A,
a contradiction.
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Case 2. g(I2) — (0). In this case, write A///2 c* H,eS Vaw.x. Let u, G A/ be such
that v¡ + I2 is the canonical generator of Vaw.x, i G S. Then g(A/) is generated by
{g(t),)},eS. Since g(M) ¥= (0), g(A/) contains the module generated by a highest
weight vector of weight a¡w • X for some / G 5. Therefore, Law.x is an irreducible
subquotient of Vw..x. Hence Vayi.x c Vw,.x for some i G S. Thus a¡w <— w' and
w' G Ws, o¡w & Ws. Lemma A.l now implies that w = w', a contradiction. This
proves that Extxe(VM*\ FA/"X) is trivial. We combine this with the analog of
Lemma 8.1 in the Category 6(8t)) of g-modules satisfying 2.1(2). Theorem 9.3 now
follows.    Q.E.D.
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